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A Research on Particle-Based Parallel Methods for Fluid Animation
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Although finite elements can create attractive fluid animation, they cannot produce the
realistic appearance and behavior when it is used for problems involving large deformations
and material fracture. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) has strong ability in modeling
large deformations application. However, a high computational burden makes it impossible
for it to meet the requirement of generating and rendering realistic fluid using interactive
frame rates.
To this end, we present an acceleration strategy for SPH on multi-GPU platform. For singleGPU, we first use a neighbour search algorithm of cell index combined with spatial domain
characteristics. Subsequently, two optimizations are made. To solve code divergence problem
we merge continuous cells into a huge cell to reduce synchronization point in traditional
implementation. By decreasing the cell size, less potential particles are searched in neighbour
search. For multi-GPU, we focus on the changing patterns of SPH's computational time.
Simple dynamic load balancing algorithm works well because the computational time of each
time step changes slowly compared to previous time step. By further optimizing dynamic load
balancing algorithm and the communication strategy among GPUs, a nearly linear speedup is
achieved in different scenarios with a scale of millions particles. The quality and efficiency of
our methods are demonstrated using multiple scenes with different particle numbers.
We have enforced and tested all methods using our platform as follows: Windows7 OS, 2x
32-Bit Intel Xeon EightCore E5620 @2.40GHZ, 6GB RAM and 4x GeForce GTX 480 with
1.5GB VRAM.
Figure 1 shows the final speedup of multi-GPU SPH implementation via communication
optimization using optimized dynamic load balancing algorithm. The performance of multiGPU increases by about 10%. Multi-GPU's speedups all exhibit the trend of linear
acceleration when different numbers of GPUs simulate millions scale scenario.
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Figure 1: Speed up

Figure 2 shows an animation of ”bunny”. The scene is implemented on the four GPUs and the
four different colors denote four GPUs. In each iteration step, the GPUs load is adjusted
dynamically with our presented method for balance.

Figure 2: Fluid animation
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